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Learn what you need to know to master the CISSP security  technology and the certification exam with the CISSP Exam Cram  2. A perfect compliment to larger study guides, the CISSP  Exam Cram 2 is a great way to find out exactly what will be  expected of you during the real exam. The book includes:

	
    Exam topic-focused chapters.

    
	
    Practice questions at the end of each chapter.

    
	
    Exam Alerts that highlight key terms and areas.

    
	
    Two full-length practice exams.

    
	
    An electronic test engine provided by MeasureUp on CD-ROM with  additional practice exams.

    
	
    The "Cram Sheet" tearcard for last minute exam  review.

    


Prepare for the CISSP certification exam with the proven Exam  Cram 2 learning tools provided in the CISSP Exam Cram 2.

About author

Michael Gregg is the president of Superior Solutions, Inc., a Houston-based security assessment and training firm. He has more than 20 years of experience in the IT field. He holds two Associate's degrees, a Bachelor's degree, and a Master's degree. Some of the certifications he maintains include the following: CISSP, MCSE, CCNA, CTT+, A+, N+, Security+, CIW Security Analyst, CEH, NSA IAM, SCNP, DCNP, CCE, and TICSA.

Michael has consulted and taught for many Fortune 500 companies. Although consulting consumes the bulk of his time, he enjoys teaching. Michael has a proven reputation as both a dynamic and influential speaker. Teaching and contributing to the written body of IT security knowledge is how Michael believes he can give something back to the community that has given him so much.

Michael is a member of the American College of Forensic Examiners and of the Texas Association for Educational Technology. When not working, he enjoys traveling and restoring muscle cars.
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Dancing Revelations: Alvin Ailey's Embodiment of African American CultureOxford University Press, 2004
Alvin Ailey (1931–89) is arguably the most important black American choreographer
in the short history of modern dance. He created a body of dance works
that shaped African American participation in American modern dance during
the thirty-year period before his death. The company he founded in 1958, the
Alvin Ailey...
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Intelligent Agents for Telecommunication Environments (Innovative Technology Series)ISTE Publishing Company, 2002
Mobile agents are program instances (or processes) capable of moving within the network under their own control. They consist of three parts: code, data state, and execution state. Migration of mobile agents takes place between hosts. These hosts execute the agents and provide functionality to them. This functionality includes communication with...
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The Neutrophils: New Outlook for Old Cells (3rd Edition)Imperial College Press, 2013

	This is a third edition of the popular book, which presents an overview of the most recent findings in the biology of neutrophils. These cells are critically important for protection against bacterial and viral infections and have been recently demonstrated to be a major contributor to tumor associated immune suppression. In addition,...
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PHP Cookbook: Solutions & Examples for PHP ProgrammersO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Want to understand a certain PHP programming technique? Or learn how to accomplish a particular task? This cookbook is the first place to look. With more than 350 code-rich recipes revised for PHP 5.4 and 5.5, this third edition provides updated solutions for generating dynamic web content—everything from using basic data types...
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Programming Windows 8 Apps with HTML, CSS, and JavaScriptMicrosoft Press, 2012

	Welcome, my friends, to Windows 8! On behalf of the thousands of designers, program managers, developers, test engineers, and writers who have brought the product to life, I'm delighted to welcome you into a world of Windows Reimagined. This theme is no mere sentimental marketing ploy, intended to bestow an aura of newness to something...
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Introduction to Wavelets and Wavelet Transforms: A PrimerPrentice Hall, 1997

	This book is the only source available that presents a unified view of the theory and applications of discrete and continuous- time signals.   This is the only book to present the mathematical point of view, as well as the discrete-time signal processing perspective. It brings together information previously available only in research...
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